A LEAN Manufacturing Company

Efficiency at Every Level Means Value to our Customers
Since we started our journey to become a LEAN organization, EIS has embraced a company-wide philosophy
of continuous improvement and pursued the goal of eradicating waste to increase value to our customers.
By Value Stream Mapping every process from quoting to delivery, EIS has virtually eliminated all “work-in-process”;
increasing our agility, flexibility and responsiveness.

		 What a LEAN EIS means to our customers:
• Response to Request for Quote in 24 to 48 hours
•“Industry Best” lead times: 1 to 3 weeks
• On-time shipments: 98% success rate
• Value, efficiency, responsiveness at every level

		 EIS – Your Manufacturing Partner
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LEAN on EIS
Value, efficiency & responsiveness are qualities that are demanded by the consumer in today’s
marketplace. As a LEAN organization, EIS is ideally suited for the role of “manufacturing partner”
to our customers. The spirit of partnership we offer is a testament to our success with the LEAN
philosophy and evident in the long-term relationships and repeat business we enjoy.

The EIS Collaborative Role:
Manufacturing Agility: The result of the efficiency we’ve
created through the Pull System; fast turnaround and
flexibility with scheduled releases or design changes
replicate an “inventory management” system while
eliminating the long-term commitment and capital
investment required by a stocking program.

Strategic Alliances: We’re proud of the partnerships
we share with our customers and suppliers – ISO
customer surveys consistently describe EIS as providing
an “elite” level of customer service. We go above
and beyond to help our customers pursue, service and
manage business.

Consistency: In all aspects of our products and service, you can expect superior quality, solution basedcollaborative design, on-time delivery and organizational
responsiveness EVERY TIME.

What you want, when you need it.
Contact EIS today to experience the benefit of working with a LEAN manufacturer. For more information on LEAN, visit
the “Our Process” section of www.eiswire.com or arrange to tour our facility and see first hand how the EIS LEAN
Operating System distinguishes us from traditional manufacturers and adds value to your business.

www.eiswire.com
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